
(*
AI_ESTATE_BAYES_MODEL
Recent applications of artificial intelligence to fault diagnosis have involved using Bayesian inference to drive the diagnosis. The AI_ESTATE_BAYES_NETWORK_MODEL captures information necessary for creating diagnostic Bayesian networks. Assumptions made with this model include that random variables corresponding to diagnosis can only depend on test variables. In addition, the probability tables are to be fully explicated (including closure, i.e., summing to one across dependent joints) and array position in the probability array corresponds to array position in the dependence array. 
EXPRESS specification:
*)
AI_ESTATE_BAYES_MODELSCHEMA AI_ESTATE_BAYES_MODEL;
REFERENCE FROM AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL
(DiagnosticModel,
Test,
Diagnosis,
ConfidenceValue,
TestOutcome,
DiagnosisOutcome);
(*
DependentElement
Select type "dependentElement" corresponds to a dependent random variable in the Bayesian model. As a select type, this enables specification of a dependent random variable either as a test or a diagnosis.
EXPRESS specification:
*)DependentElementBayesTest (REF)BayesDiagnosis (REF)
TYPE DependentElement = SELECT
(BayesTest,
BayesDiagnosis);
END_TYPE;
(*
BayesDiagnosis
Entity 'bayesDiagnosis' corresponds to an individual diagnosis within the Bayes net model. Since bayesDiagnosis is a subtype of diagnosis, it inherits all of the characteristics of a diagnosis. Note however that diagnostic outcomes are required in this case.
EXPRESS specification:
*)BayesDiagnosisOutcome (REF)BayesDiagnosis
ENTITY BayesDiagnosis
SUBTYPE OF(Diagnosis);
SELF\diagnosis.allowedOutcomes	:	LIST [2:?] OF BayesDiagnosisOutcome;
WHERE
sumToOne	:	checkDiagnosisProbabilities(allowedOutcomes);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
allowedOutcomes	:	Attribute 'allowedOutcomes' identifies the set of outcomes associated with this particular diagnosis. Note that the corresponding probability tables can be found on the outcome definition.
Formal Propositions:
sumToOne	Proposition 'sumToOne' ensures that summing the probabilities in the associated probability table for a given dependent configuration results in a value of 1.0. Otherwise, the probability tables are not legal tables.
BayesDiagnosisOutcome
Entity 'bayesDiagnosisOutcome' is a subtype of 'bayesOutcome' and associates legal outcomes to a bayesDiagnosis. 
EXPRESS specification:
*)ConfidenceValue (REF)BayesDiagnosis (REF)BayesDiagnosisOutcome
ENTITY BayesDiagnosisOutcome
SUBTYPE OF(DiagnosisOutcome);
probability	:	LIST [1:?] OF ConfidenceValue;
INVERSE
SELF\diagnosisOutcome.forDiagnosis	:	BayesDiagnosis FOR allowedOutcomes;
WHERE
probabilityTable	:	SIZEOF(probability) = 1;
noConfidence	:	(SELF\outcome.confidence = 0.0);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
probability	:	Attribute 'probability' associates the portion of the probability table to a random variable corresponding to this particular state of the variable. Since outcomes are unique, the list of probabilities is uniquely associated with a particular random variable, thus permitting alignment of the arrays to properly interpret the tables.
forDiagnosis	:	Inverse attribute 'for_diagnosis' identifies the bayes diagnosis to which this particular outcome is associated.
Formal Propositions:
probabilityTable	Proposition 'probabilityTable' ensures that the size of the probability table associated with this outcome is of the correct size. In particular, it ensures that a probability entry exists for every dependent configuration possible.

In the case of a diagnosis outcome, it is assumed that the probabilities represent the "priors" in the model (i.e., diagnosis outcomes are not dependent on any other random variables in the network). Thus, it is sufficient that only one probability be stored for each outcome value.
BayesNetworkModel
Entity 'bayesNetworkModel' is the starting point of the bayes network. It provides the rollup of the random variables (i.e., tests and diagnosis) used in diagnosis. Since this is a subtype of diagnostic_model, the bayesNetworkModel inherits all other characteristics of a diagnostic model from the AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL. 
EXPRESS specification:
*)BayesTest (REF)BayesDiagnosis (REF)BayesNetworkModel
ENTITY BayesNetworkModel
SUBTYPE OF(DiagnosticModel);
hasTest	:	SET [2:?] OF BayesTest;
hasDiagnosis	:	SET [2:?] OF BayesDiagnosis;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
hasTest	:	Attribute 'hasTest' identifies the set of bayes_tests included in the diagnostic model. Since the Bayes network focuses on random variables, it is assumed that these tests are to be treated as 'leaves' in the test hierarchy.
hasDiagnosis	:	Attribute 'hasDiagnosis' identifies the set of bayes_diagnosis included in the diagnostic model. Since the Bayes network focuses on random variables, it is assumed that these tests are to be treated as leaves in the diagnosis hierarchy.
BayesTest
Entity 'bayesTest' corresponds to an individual test within the Bayes net model. Since bayes_test is a subtype of test, it inherits all of the characteristics of a diagnostic test. Note however that test outcomes are required in this case.
EXPRESS specification:
*)DependentElement (REF)BayesTestOutcome (REF)BayesTest
ENTITY BayesTest
SUBTYPE OF(Test);
dependsOnElement	:	LIST OF DependentElement;
SELF\test.allowedOutcomes	:	LIST [2:?] OF BayesTestOutcome;
WHERE
sumToOne	:	checkTestProbabilities(allowedOutcomes);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
dependsOnElement	:	Attribute 'dependsOnElement' identifies the set of elements (either tests or diagnoses) upon which this particular test depends. Note that dependence, in this context, refers to conditional dependence as defined for Bayesian networks.
allowedOutcomes	:	Attribute 'allowedOutcomes' identifies the set of outcomes associated with this particular test. Note that the corresponding probability tables can be found on the outcome definition.
Formal Propositions:
sumToOne	Proposition 'sumToOne' ensures that summing the probabilities in the associated probability table for a given dependent configuration results in a value of 1.0. Otherwise, the probability tables are not legal tables.
BayesTestOutcome
Entity 'bayesTestOutcome' is a subtype of 'bayesOutcome' and associates legal outcomes to a bayesTest. 
EXPRESS specification:
*)ConfidenceValue (REF)BayesTest (REF)BayesTestOutcome
ENTITY BayesTestOutcome
SUBTYPE OF(TestOutcome);
probability	:	LIST [1:?] OF ConfidenceValue;
INVERSE
SELF\testOutcome.forTest	:	BayesTest FOR allowedOutcomes;
WHERE
probabilityTable	:	SIZEOF(probability) = 
   variableSize(forTest.dependsOnElement);
noConfidence	:	(SELF\outcome.confidence = 0.0);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
probability	:	Attribute 'probability' associates the portion of the probability table to a random variable corresponding to this particular state of the variable. Since outcomes are unique, the list of probabilities is uniquely associated with a particular random variable, thus permitting alignment of the arrays to properly interpret the tables.
forTest	:	Inverse attribute 'for_test' identifies the bayes test to which this particular outcome is associated.
Formal Propositions:
probabilityTable	Proposition 'probabilityTable' ensures that the size of the probability table associated with this outcome is of the correct size. In particular, it ensures that a probability entry exists for every dependent configuration possible.

For test outcomes, each outcome is conditioned on the combination of parent random variables (test outcomes or diagnosis outcomes). Therefore, the number of conditional probabilities for each outcome is the product of the number of outcomes for each of the parents.
noConfidence	Specifies that confidence values are set to zero, and thereby ignored, in a Bayesian model.
checkDiagnosisProbabilities
EXPRESS specification:
Function 'checkDiagnosisProbabilities' takes a dependent configuration for an entry in the conditional probability table and ensures that the probabilities over that configuration sum to one. If they do not sum to one, the corresponding probability table is not a legal table.
*)checkDiagnosisProbabilities
FUNCTION checkDiagnosisProbabilities
  (out : LIST [2:?] OF bayesDiagnosisOutcome) : BOOLEAN;
  LOCAL
    legal : BOOLEAN := TRUE;
    sum : REAL;
  END_LOCAL;

  REPEAT x := LOINDEX(out) TO HIINDEX(out);
    sum := 0.0;
    REPEAT y := LOINDEX(out[x].probability) TO HIINDEX(out[x].probability);
      sum := sum + out[x].probability[y];
    END_REPEAT;
    IF (sum <> 1.0) THEN
        legal := FALSE;
    END_IF;
  END_REPEAT;
  RETURN (legal);

END_FUNCTION;
(*
checkTestProbabilities
EXPRESS specification:
Function 'checkTestProbabilities' takes a dependent configuration for an entry in the conditional probability table and ensures that the probabilities over that configuration sum to one. If they do not sum to one, the corresponding probability table is not a legal table.
*)checkTestProbabilities
FUNCTION checkTestProbabilities
  (out : LIST [2:?] OF bayesTestOutcome) : BOOLEAN;
  LOCAL
    legal : BOOLEAN := TRUE;
    sum : REAL;
  END_LOCAL;

  REPEAT x := LOINDEX(out) TO HIINDEX(out);
    sum := 0.0;
    REPEAT y := LOINDEX(out[x].probability) TO HIINDEX(out[x].probability);
      sum := sum + out[x].probability[y];
    END_REPEAT;
    IF (sum <> 1.0) THEN
        legal := FALSE;
    END_IF;
  END_REPEAT;
  RETURN (legal);

END_FUNCTION;
(*
variableSize
EXPRESS specification:
Function 'variableSize' computes the product of the sizes of the dependent variable configurations. In other words, it multiplies the number of outcomes associated with each dependent variable together to determine how large the corresponding probability table must be. 
*)variableSize
FUNCTION variableSize
  (elem : LIST [1:?] OF dependentElement) : NUMBER;
  LOCAL
    size : NUMBER := 1;
  END_LOCAL;

  IF (SIZEOF(elem) > 0) THEN
    REPEAT x := LOINDEX(elem) TO HIINDEX(elem);
      IF ('AI_ESTATE_BAYES_MODEL.BAYESTEST' IN typeof(elem[x])) THEN
        size := size * SIZEOF(elem[x]\bayesTest.allowedOutcomes);
      ELSE
        size := size * SIZEOF(elem[x]\bayesDiagnosis.allowedOutcomes);
      END_IF;
    END_REPEAT;
  END_IF;
  RETURN(size);
END_FUNCTION;
END_SCHEMA;
(*
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(*
AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL
The common element model permits the definition of the form and relationships of systems under test and tests at their most basic level. The diagnosis entity corresponds to a diagnostic conclusion about the system under test. Tests are represented as test entities within the model.
EXPRESS specification:
*)
AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODELSCHEMA AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL;
(*
CONSTANT
EXPRESS specification:
*)CONSTANT
CONSTANTNoFault
NoFault	:	nameType := 'No Fault'
(* A constant corresponding to a special diagnosis indicating there is no fault. This constant is used with the associated name attribute of the no-fault diagnosis. *);Pass
Pass	:	STRING := 'PASS'
(* Serves as a constant for outcomes indicating a passed result. *);Fail
Fail	:	STRING := 'FAIL' 
(* Serves as a constant for outcomes indicating a failed result. *);UserDefined
UserDefined	:	STRING := 'USER_DEFINED'
(* Serves as a constant for outcomes indicating a user defined result. *);NotKnown
NotKnown	:	STRING := 'NOT_KNOWN'
(* Serves as a constant for outcomes indicating the associated outcome is not known. *);NotAvailable
NotAvailable	:	STRING := 'NOT_AVAILABLE'
(* Serves as a constant for outcomes indicating the associated outcome is not available. *);Good
Good	:	STRING := 'GOOD'
(* Serves as a constant for outcomes indicating a good or positive state. *);Bad
Bad	:	STRING := 'BAD'
(* Serves as a constant for outcomes indicating a bad or negative state. *);Completed
Completed	:	STRING := 'COMPLETED'
(* Serves as a constant for outcomes indicating a the action completed without error. *);Aborted
Aborted	:	STRING := 'ABORTED'
(* Serves as a constant for outcomes indicating an action was attempted but not completed. *);Candidate
Candidate	:	STRING := 'CANDIDATE'
(* Serves as a constant for outcomes indicating a candidate state. *);NotStarted
NotStarted	:	AssignedValue := 'NOT_STARTED'
(* Serves as a constant for action states (i.e., outcomes) indicating the associated action has not bee initiated. *);
END_CONSTANT;
(*
AssignedValue
Type "assignedValue" defines a data element for holding a specific value. It is defined to be a STRING to facilitate "casting" in any appropriate target data type.
EXPRESS specification:
*)AssignedValue
TYPE AssignedValue = STRING;
END_TYPE;
(*
ConfidenceValue
This defines a type for specifying a numeric representation for the degree of certainty in the validity of some value or relation between 0 and 1 where 0 is absolute uncertainty and 1 is absolute certainty. The actual application of confidence values is implementation specific.
EXPRESS specification:
*)ConfidenceValue
TYPE ConfidenceValue = REAL;
WHERE
range	:	(0.0 <= SELF) AND (SELF <= 1.0);
END_TYPE;
(*
Formal Propositions:
range	The range of legal values for confidence is restricted, and the actual value is restricted to lie within this legal range.
CostValue
This defines a type for representing a numerical expense or penalty.
EXPRESS specification:
*)CostValue
TYPE CostValue = REAL;
END_TYPE;
(*
DescriptionType
This defines a type used to provide descriptive text for an entity within the model.
EXPRESS specification:
*)DescriptionType
TYPE DescriptionType = STRING;
END_TYPE;
(*
DistributionPoint
Type "DistributionPoint" defines a real-valued data type for representing a specific value at a specific point in time in a probability distribution.
EXPRESS specification:
*)DistributionPoint
TYPE DistributionPoint = REAL;
END_TYPE;
(*
NameType
This defines a type used to provide an identifying name for an entity within the model. The name is an identifier that is also human readable.
EXPRESS specification:
*)NameType
TYPE NameType = STRING;
END_TYPE;
(*
NonNegativeInteger
This defines a type restricted to integers greater than or equal to zero.
EXPRESS specification:
*)NonNegativeInteger
TYPE NonNegativeInteger = INTEGER;
WHERE
nonNegative	:	(SELF >= 0);
END_TYPE;
(*
Formal Propositions:
nonNegative	Ensures that the value is not less than zero.
Parameter
Type "Parameter" defines a real-valued type to be used in specifying the shape of a probability distribution.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Parameter
TYPE Parameter = REAL;
END_TYPE;
(*
QualifyerType
Type "QualifierType" defines a string qualifier for providing finer-grained specification of test outcomes. As a string, it permits arbitrary labels to be used.
EXPRESS specification:
*)QualifyerType
TYPE QualifyerType = STRING;
END_TYPE;
(*
TimeValue
Type "TimeValue" defines a real-valued data type for indicating the time at which some event occurs.
EXPRESS specification:
*)TimeValue
TYPE TimeValue = REAL;
END_TYPE;
(*
ActionType
This defines an enumerated type for categorizing the expense or penalty associated with the cost of an action in the diagnostic process. Current enumerated values include:

USER_DEFINED_COST: an unspecified application-specific cost
PERFORMANCE: the expense to execute the action
SETUP: the expense to prepare for the action
ACCESS: the expense associated with entry to the location to be tested or repaired
REENTRY: the expense to ?????????,
CONSUMABLE: the expense associated with replenishable material.
ROTABLE: the expense associated with in-place repairs to equipment.
REPAIRABLE: the expense associated with items that are repaired and returned to inventory.

EXPRESS specification:
*)ActionType
TYPE ActionType = ENUMERATION OF
(USER_DEFINED_COST,
PERFORMANCE,
SETUP,
ACCESS,
REENTRY,
CONSUMABLE,
ROTABLE,
REPAIRABLE);
END_TYPE;
(*
NonTimeUnit
This enumerated type defines legal units for costs other than time. Non-time costs are typically incurred in terms of monetary amounts, skill level, training, or counts of some expendable; however, the user-defined value allows for other types of non-time costs to be included.

EXPRESS specification:
*)NonTimeUnit
TYPE NonTimeUnit = ENUMERATION OF
(USER_DEFINED_NON_TIME,
COUNT,
CURRENCY,
SKILL,
TRAINING);
END_TYPE;
(*
Role
This type defines the role associated with a purpose in the required context of a hierarchical element.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Role
TYPE Role = ENUMERATION OF
(TRAINING,
VERIFICATION,
SCHEDULED_MAINTENANCE,
MAINTENANCE_ACTION,
READY_FOR_ISSUE,
USER_DEFINED_ROLE);
END_TYPE;
(*
SeverityCategory
Enumerated type "severityCategory" is used to assign one of four standard values to the severity attribute. Values assigned are one of CATASTROPHIC, CRITICAL, MARGINAL, or MINOR (in decreasing order of severity). Note that this can be used in conjunction with failure probability information (derived from failure rate) to determine the criticality of a diagnosis.
EXPRESS specification:
*)SeverityCategory
TYPE SeverityCategory = ENUMERATION OF
(CATASTROPHIC,
CRITICAL,
MARGINAL,
MINOR);
END_TYPE;
(*
TimeUnit
This type enurmerates units of time (as derived from IEEE Std 716TM-1995 [B9], which is referred to as the ATLAS standard).  The user-defined value allows for other types of time costs to be included.

EXPRESS specification:
*)TimeUnit
TYPE TimeUnit = ENUMERATION OF
(USER_DEFINED_TIME,
HOURS,
MINUTES,
SECONDS,
MSEC,
USEC,
NSEC,
PSEC);
END_TYPE;
(*
Action
Entity "Action" represents a specific action taken in support of either testing or repairing an item. Actions are the primary entities to which costs are assigned. Ultimately, the diagnosis and repair processes are concerned with optimizing the sequence of actions required to return a unit to service. Test and repair are both processes that are hierarchical in nature and composed of atomic actions.  This relationship provides the organizing structure for this assertion. 
EXPRESS specification:
*)NameType (REF)DescriptionType (REF)Action (REF)ActionOutcome (REF)Cost (REF)ActionType (REF)Resource (REF)Frequency (REF)Context (REF)DiagnosticModel (REF)Action (REF)Action
ENTITY Action
SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF(Repair, Test));
name	:	NameType;
description	:	DescriptionType;
subAction	:	OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF Action;
allowedStatus	:	OPTIONAL LIST [2:?] OF ActionOutcome;
hasCost	:	OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF Cost;
category	:	OPTIONAL ActionType;
requiredResource	:	OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF Resource;
actionFrequency	:	OPTIONAL Frequency;
mustOccurIn	:	SET OF Context;
INVERSE
partOfModel	:	SET [1:?] OF DiagnosticModel FOR modelAction;
partOf	:	SET [1:?] OF Action FOR subAction;
UNIQUE
oneName	:	name;
WHERE
graphIsAcyclic	:	actionDag(subAction,partOf);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
name	:	Attribute name provides a means for identifying the action.
description	:	Attribute description is used to provide an elaborated description of what the action is.
subAction	:	The set of constituent actions of which this Action is composed.
allowedStatus	:	Attribute "allowedStatus" provides the list of possible states of the action.
hasCost	:	A set of cost entities that represents the expenses assumed to be incurred if the action is performed. This attribute is optional with a minimum cardinality of one, should it exist.
category	:	An attribute that specifies what type of action this is to determine the associated cost.
requiredResource	:	Identifies the resources required to perform a given action. This attribute is optional with a minimum cardinality of one, should it exist.
actionFrequency	:	Specifies, for periodic actions, how frequently a given action needs to be performed.
mustOccurIn	:	Attribute 'mustOccurIn' provides a list of context items required for an Action to be considered. This attribute is defined to be a set. If the set is empty, then the corresponding Action is available in all contexts.
partOf	:	The set of actions that have the current action as a subAction.
Formal Propositions:
graphIsAcyclic	The structure of Action is referred to as a lattice and corresponds to a directed acyclic graph. In other words, traversing the member relationships from an Action should not result in returning to the same Action. This constraint is verified by using the function actionDag, which traverses the Action structure.
ActionOutcome
Associated with any action in a model is a set of action outcomes. Action outcomes associate Boolean values to action states and form the basis for ordering actions in the diagnostic process.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Action (REF)ActionOutcome
ENTITY ActionOutcome
SUBTYPE OF(Outcome);
INVERSE
forAction	:	Action FOR allowedStatus;
WHERE
legalValues	:	    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = NotStarted) OR
    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = Completed) OR
    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = Aborted) OR
    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = NotKnown) OR
    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = NotAvailable) OR
    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = UserDefined);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
forAction	:	Links the outcome to the specific action with that outcome.
Formal Propositions:
legalValues	Specifies that an outcome can only have one of the associated values.
Context
Entity "Context" is a container for other user defined conditions of a diagnostic problem, inclyding system state, operational state, and the particular reason for performing diagnosis.
EXPRESS specification:
*)NameType (REF)DescriptionType (REF)ModeOfOperation (REF)Purpose (REF)Context
ENTITY Context;
name	:	NameType;
description	:	DescriptionType;
occursIn	:	SET OF ModeOfOperation;
hasPurpose	:	Purpose;
UNIQUE
one_name	:	name;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
name	:	Attribute 'name' provides a unique identifier for a particular required context within the model.
description	:	Attribute 'description' provides a means of associating descriptive text with the required context.
occursIn	:	Identifies the relevant operational mode within which the particular maintenance actions are being performed.
hasPurpose	:	Attribute 'hasPurpose' identifies the purpose of actions performed in the given context.
Cost
Entity "Cost" specifies the expense, or penalty that is expected to be incurred relative to the performance of some action. It is typically used as a metric for optimization via some objective function. Costs are categorized by the type of cost to which they relate. One dimension of the cost set identifies whether the cost is a measure of time or some other unit. The second dimension to the cost group is based on the task to which the cost pertains: performance, setup, access, re-entry. Each cost has an associated unit to enable consistent processing of included values. Two types of units are defined as enumerated types and include TimeUnit and NonTimeUnit. TimeUnit is an enumerated type that defines the time units to be associated with a time-related cost. NonTimeUnit is an enumerated type covering predominant international currencies and defines types of cost units to be associated with non-time-related costs.
EXPRESS specification:
*)CostValue (REF)CostValue (REF)CostValue (REF)CostCategory (REF)Cost
ENTITY Cost
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF(TimeCost, NonTimeCost));
upperBound	:	OPTIONAL CostValue;
lowerBound	:	OPTIONAL CostValue;
predictedValue	:	OPTIONAL CostValue;
costLabel	:	CostCategory;
WHERE
validBound	:	NOT(EXISTS(upperBound)) OR 
NOT(EXISTS(lowerBound)) OR 
   (lowerBound <= upperBound);
validUpperBound	:	NOT(EXISTS(predictedValue)) OR 
NOT(EXISTS(upperBound)) OR 
   (predictedValue <= upperBound);
validLowerBound	:	NOT(EXISTS(predictedValue)) OR 
NOT(EXISTS(lowerBound)) OR 
   (lowerBound <= predictedValue);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
upperBound	:	An optional attribute providing the nominal upper limit for the value of the cost entity.
lowerBound	:	An optional attribute providing the nominal lower limit for the value of the cost entity.
predictedValue	:	An attribute providing the nominal, expected, or some other predicted value for the cost entity.
costLabel	:	Attribute 'costLabel' provides a name and description for an implementation to label like costs to be used for optimizing the test or repair process (e.g., all of the costs associated with the "skill level" required to perform a test).
Formal Propositions:
validBound	When they exist, the lower and upper attributes are constrained to values such that the value of the lower attribute is less than or equal to the upper attribute. This constraint permits only one of the bounds to exist.
validUpperBound	When they exist, the expected_value and upper attributes are constrained to values such that the value of the expected_value attribute is less than or equal to the upper attribute.
validLowerBound	When they exist, the expected_value and lower attributes are constrained to values such that the value of the lower attribute is less than or equal to the expected_value attribute.
CostCategory
Entity "CostCategory" defines the type or category of cost element being defined for the model. This entity provides identifying information (name and description) for the cost metric.This entity permits identification of a class of cost metrics to be used when determining optimization criteria for the reasoner to follow. This is used with an entity in the DCM to select the cost-based optimization criteria.

EXPRESS specification:
*)NameType (REF)DescriptionType (REF)Cost (REF)CostCategory
ENTITY CostCategory;
name	:	NameType;
description	:	DescriptionType;
INVERSE
specifiedCost	:	SET [1:?] OF Cost FOR costLabel;
UNIQUE
oneName	:	name;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
name	:	Attribute 'name' provides a means for identifying the cost category.
description	:	Attribute 'description' is used to provide an elaborated description of what the cost category is.
specifiedCost	:	Attribute "specifiedCost" identifies the set of costs defined within a diagnostic model belonging to the give category (e.g., all of the skill-level costs).
CostRate
Entity "CostRate" defines a ratio of notTimeCost to some timeUnit. It can be used, for example, to specify labor rates, rental rates, or other costs per time unit.
EXPRESS specification:
*)TimeUnit (REF)CostValue (REF)CostRate
ENTITY CostRate;
timeCostUnit	:	TimeUnit;
denominator	:	CostValue;
WHERE
denominatorIsNonZero	:	SELF.denominator > 0.0;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
timeCostUnit	:	An attribute to provide the time units for computing the cost rate. In other words, this attribute will provide the time part of cost-per-unit-time.
denominator	:	An attribute that provides a divisor for the cost_rate, thus permitting values other than unity.
Formal Propositions:
denominatorIsNonZero	Since the cost_rate entity defines a ratio that permits specification of the denominator, this rule constrains the denominator to be non-zero, thus preventing dividing by zero. Since the entity is to be used in determining "rate" information, it is also assumed the value is non-negative.
Diagnosis
Entity "Diagnosis" corresponds to a conclusion or group of conclusions to be drawn about a system or unit under test. Diagnosis is a lattice; therefore, any particular diagnosis can belong to one or more higher-level groups of diagnoses (e.g., belonging to one or more higher-order function) and contain one or more lower-level diagnoses (e.g., containing multiple sub-functions). At run time, the outcome of a particular diagnosis is logically consistent as a roll up of the outcomes of its child diagnoses such that if the parent diagnosis is good, then all child diagnoses must also be good. Similarly, if any child diagnosis is a candidate, then so is the parent diagnosis. Interoperability is not assured in the presence of user-defined outcomes without prior agreement on the associated inference rules.
EXPRESS specification:
*)NameType (REF)DescriptionType (REF)Diagnosis (REF)DiagnosisOutcome (REF)FailureDistribution (REF)FailureMechanism (REF)SeverityCategory (REF)Level (REF)Context (REF)Repair (REF)DiagnosticModel (REF)Diagnosis (REF)Diagnosis
ENTITY Diagnosis
SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF(Failure, Fault));
name	:	NameType;
description	:	DescriptionType;
subGroup	:	OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF Diagnosis;
allowedOutcomes	:	OPTIONAL LIST [2:?] OF DiagnosisOutcome;
hasDistribution	:	OPTIONAL FailureDistribution;
rootCause	:	OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF FailureMechanism;
severity	:	OPTIONAL SeverityCategory;
atIndentureLevel	:	Level;
mustOccurIn	:	SET OF Context;
repairedBy	:	SET OF Repair;
INVERSE
partOfModel	:	SET [1:?] OF DiagnosticModel FOR modelDiagnosis;
memberOf	:	SET [1:?] OF Diagnosis FOR subGroup;
UNIQUE
oneName	:	name;
WHERE
outcomesRequiredForAtomicDiagnosis	:	(SIZEOF(SELF.subGroup) > 0) OR EXISTS(allowedOutcomes);
minimalOutcomes	:	(NOT(EXISTS(allowedOutcomes))) XOR
((SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* allowedOutcomes | 
     tmp.valueDomain = Good)) = 1) AND
 (SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* allowedOutcomes | 
     tmp.valueDomain = Candidate)) = 1));
rootCauseAtLeaves	:	NOT(EXISTS(rootCause)) OR (SIZEOF(subGroup) = 0);
faultsAtLeaves	:	(NOT('AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL.FAULT' IN TYPEOF(SELF))) OR
(SIZEOF(subGroup) = 0);
childrenSameType	:	QUERY(tmp <* SELF.subGroup | 
      NOT('AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL.diagnosis' 
          IN TYPEOF(tmp))) = [];
allOrNone	:	(SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* subGroup | EXISTS(hasDistribution))) = SIZEOF(subGroup)) XOR
(SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* subGroup | EXISTS(hasDistribution))) = 0);
graphIsAcyclic	:	diagnosisDag(subGroup,memberOf);
parentLevelConsistent	:	((NOT(EXISTS(atIndentureLevel))) AND 
 (SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* memberOf | EXISTS(atIndentureLevel))) = 0)) XOR
 (SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* memberOf | 
     (SELF.atIndentureLevel = tmp.atIndentureLevel)
        OR
     (SELF.atIndentureLevel.predecessor = tmp.atIndentureLevel))) = 
  SIZEOF(SELF.memberOf));
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
name	:	An attribute used to uniquely identify the particular Diagnosis.
description	:	Attribute used to provide an elaborated explanation of what the Diagnosis is.
subGroup	:	The set of constituent diagnoses of which this Diagnosis is a logically consistent rollup.
allowedOutcomes	:	A list of two or more allowable outcomes of the diagnosis. It is a list because some specific diagnostic models require an order to be imposed on the available outcomes. This attribute is shown to be optional; however, it is constrained such that it is required if the diagnosis has no member diagnoses.
hasDistribution	:	Attribute "hasDistribution" provides the failure distribution associated with the given diagnosis.
rootCause	:	Identifies the first principle failure mechanisms associated with this diagnosis.
severity	:	Attribute "severity" associates a level of severity for the given diagnosis. This attribute is optional since not all models need to use this information. Criticality can be derived by selecting all of the diagnoses at a particular severity level and then ranking them by their failure probabilities, which are derived from the failure rates.
atIndentureLevel	:	Identifies the specific level of indenture for a particular Diagnosis.
mustOccurIn	:	Attribute 'mustOccurIn' provides a list of context items required for a Diagnosis to be considered. This attribute is defined to be a set. If the set is empty, then the corresponding Diagnosis is under consideration in all contexts.
repairedBy	:	This attribute identifies a (possibly empty) set of repairs available to repair a given repair item.
memberOf	:	The set of diagnoses that have the current Diagnosis as a parent group.
Formal Propositions:
outcomesRequiredForAtomicDiagnosis	Determines whether or not outcomes are associated with a  diagnosis and requires that an atomic diagnosis (i.e., a diagnosis for which there are no subdiagnoses) have outcomes. The cardinality on the diagnosis_outcome set ensures that, should outcomes exist, there are at least two of them. Note that non-atomic diagnoses are permitted, but not required, to have diagnostic outcomes.
minimalOutcomes	Requires that either the set of outcomes not be defined, or that the set of outcomes include, at a minimum, exactly one outcome of value GOOD and exactly one outcome of value CANDIDATE.
rootCauseAtLeaves	This rule ensures that a "mechanism" (i.e., a cause) for a given diagnosis to be true only occurs at the leaf of the diagnosis lattice. Note that the leaf is not required to provide the mechanism.
faultsAtLeaves	This rule ensures that a diagnosis of type "fault" can only exist at the leaf of the diagnosis lattice. Note however that the leaf of the lattice is not required to be of type "fault."
childrenSameType	Ensures that all children (i.e., members) of a diagnosis are also of type diagnosis.
allOrNone	Ensures that either all of the children have a failure distribution associated or none of the children have a failure distribution associated.
graphIsAcyclic	The structure of Diagnosis is referred to as a lattice and corresponds to a directed acyclic graph. In other words, traversing the member relationships from a Diagnosis should not result in returning to the same Diagnosis. This constraint is verified by using the function diagnosisDag, which traverses the Diagnosis structure.
parentLevelConsistent	This proposition ensures that either no indenture levels exist from the hierarchy or that the indenture levels are consistent. Specifically, the constraint is imposed that the level of the parent elements are the same as the current element or are predecessors to the current element.
DiagnosisOutcome
Entity "DiagnosisOutcome" defines one possible discrete outcome associated with a diagnosis entity in the model. For each diagnosis, a set of three outcomes are defined for use by the diagnostic reasoner. More diagnosisOutcomes can be associated with a diagnosis if user-defined extensions are required (e.g., adding suspect or bad).
EXPRESS specification:
*)Diagnosis (REF)DiagnosisOutcome
ENTITY DiagnosisOutcome
SUBTYPE OF(Outcome);
INVERSE
forDiagnosis	:	Diagnosis FOR allowedOutcomes;
WHERE
legalValues	:	    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = Good) OR
    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = Candidate) OR
    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = Bad) OR
    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = NotKnown) OR
    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = UserDefined);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
forDiagnosis	:	Links the outcome to the specific diagnosis with that outcome.
Formal Propositions:
legalValues	Specifies that an outcome can only have one of the associated values.
DiagnosticModel
Entity "DiagnosticModel" provides a container of the elements that provide information for diagnosing a system under test. Diagnostic reasoning involves drawing conclusions from test outcomes. The relationships between test outcomes and diagnoses are defined as subtypes of this entity in related schemas within this standard.
EXPRESS specification:
*)NameType (REF)DescriptionType (REF)SystemItem (REF)Action (REF)Diagnosis (REF)DiagnosticModel
ENTITY DiagnosticModel;
name	:	NameType;
description	:	DescriptionType;
modelItem	:	OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF SystemItem;
modelAction	:	SET [1:?] OF Action;
modelDiagnosis	:	SET [2:?] OF Diagnosis;
UNIQUE
one_name	:	name;
WHERE
oneDiagnosisIsNoFault	:	(SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* modelDiagnosis | 
              tmp.name = NoFault)) = 1);
elementIsRollup	:	itemRollup(SELF,SELF.modelItem) AND
actionRollup(SELF,SELF.modelAction) AND
diagnosisRollup(SELF,SELF.modelDiagnosis);
atLeastOneTest	:	(SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* modelAction | 
         'AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL.TEST' in TYPEOF(tmp)))
         >= 1);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
name	:	Attribute name provides a means for identifying the DiagnosticModel.
description	:	Attribute description is used to provide an elaborated description of what the DiagnosticModel is.
modelItem	:	An attribute to identify the various SystemItems in the diagnostic model.
modelAction	:	An attribute to identify the various actions in a diagnostic model. At least one action must exist corresponding to at least one Test.
modelDiagnosis	:	An attribute to identify the various diagnoses in a diagnostic model. At least two diagnoses must exist corresponding to at least one fault or failure in addition to NoFault.
Formal Propositions:
oneDiagnosisIsNoFault	This rule verifies that one of the diagnosis entities defined in the model has a name that corresponds to the constant no_fault. This rule ensures that any AI-ESTATE conformant model explicitly defines a special diagnostic conclusion indicating no fault found.
elementIsRollup	This rule verifies that all of the hierarchical elements referenced at this level are defined as being part of this model.
atLeastOneTest	Ensures that a diagnostic model has at least one test entity.
ExponentialDistribution
Entity "exponentialDistribution" defines the parameters necessary for representing an exponential failure/reliability distribution.
EXPRESS specification:
*)ExponentialDistribution
ENTITY ExponentialDistribution
SUBTYPE OF(WeibullDistribution);
WHERE
setSigma	:	(SELF\failureDistribution.sigma = 1.0);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Formal Propositions:
setSigma	Specifies that the sigma value for the distribution is set to 1.0.
Failure
Entity "Failure" is a subtype of Diagnosis tied to a FunctionItem and corresponds to a manifestation of a fault within a system. When considering a functional model, it is the failure of the system under test to perform some intended function.
EXPRESS specification:
*)FunctionItem (REF)Failure
ENTITY Failure
SUBTYPE OF(Diagnosis);
failedItem	:	OPTIONAL FunctionItem;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
failedItem	:	Identifies the specific element (i.e., FunctionItem) that has failed. This is a direct tie to the functional part of the system associated with a diagnosis.
FailureDistribution
Entity "failureDistribution" defines the key parameters for a generalized failure distribution. It is assumed this distribution corresponds to the so-called "generalized gamma distribution." Mathematically, the generalized gamma distribution is defined as follows:

f(t) = (beta/Gamma(k) x theta) x ((t/theta)^(k x beta - 1)) x exp(-t/theta)^beta

for parameters beta, k, and theta. To make the distribution usable as a failure distribution, the definition can be "re-parameterized" with parameters mu, sigma, and lambda as follows:

mu = ln(theta) + (1/beta) x ln(1/lambda^2)

sigma = 1/(beta x sqrt(k))

lambda = 1/sqrt(k)

Given these new parameters, the generalized gamma distribution is defined based on the value of lambda.

If lambda = 0:

f(t) = 1/(t x sigma x sqrt(2 x pi)) x exp(-(ln(t)-mu)/sigma)^2

If lambda <> 0:

f(t) = abs(lambda)/(sigma x t) x (1/Gamma(1/lambda^2)) x
       exp[(lambda x ((ln(t)-mu)/sigma) + ln(1/lambda^2) 
            - exp(lambda x (ln(t)-mu)/sigma))].

Now that we have re-parameterized the distribution, we can actually reverse the process and show how to derive the original parameters from the usual parameters mu, sigma, and lambda.

k = 1/lambda^2

beta = lambda/sigma

theta = exp(mu + (2 x lambda/sigma) x ln sigma).
EXPRESS specification:
*)Parameter (REF)Parameter (REF)Parameter (REF)DistributionPoint (REF)DistributionPoint (REF)DistributionPoint (REF)TimeValue (REF)TimeUnit (REF)Parameter (REF)Parameter (REF)Parameter (REF)FailureDistribution
ENTITY FailureDistribution
SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF(WeibullDistribution, LognormalDistribution, GammaDistribution));
k	:	OPTIONAL Parameter;
theta	:	Parameter;
beta	:	Parameter;
cdf	:	LIST [1:?] OF DistributionPoint;
pdf	:	LIST [1:?] OF DistributionPoint;
failureRate	:	LIST [1:?] OF DistributionPoint;
timeStep	:	LIST [1:?] OF TimeValue;
usageUnit	:	TimeUnit;
DERIVE
lambda	:	Parameter := NVL(1/sqrt(SELF.k),0);
sigma	:	Parameter := 1 / (SELF.beta * sqrt(SELF.k));
mu	:	Parameter := log(SELF.theta) + (1.0/SELF.beta) * log(1.0/sqrt(lambda**2.0));
WHERE
nonZeroK	:	NOT(EXISTS(SELF.k)) OR (SELF.k <> 0.0);
validFailureRate	:	quotientCheck(SELF.pdf, SELF.cdf, SELF.failureRate);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
k	:	Attribute "k" provides a shape parameter for the failure distribution.
theta	:	Attribute "theta" provides the scale parameter for the failure distribution.
beta	:	Attribute "beta" provides the beta shape parameter for the failure distribution.
cdf	:	Attribute "cdf" provides a list of values corresponding to an approximation of one minus the cumulative density function for the associated distribution.
pdf	:	Attribute "pdf" defines a list of values in order of increasing time providing an approximation of the probability density function for the associated failure distribution.
failureRate	:	Attribute "failureRate" provides a list of values corresponding to the time-varying failure rate indicated by the associated failure distribution.
timeStep	:	Attribute "timeStep" identifies the point in time at which the corresponding distribution value is associated.
usageUnit	:	Attribute "usageUnit" provides the time-based units for the distribution.
lambda	:	Attribute "lambda" is defined as a parameter of the failure distribution (typically associated with failure rate) and is derived from the other parameters of the distribution as lambda = 1 / sqrt(k). Note that, if k = 0, this parameter is not well defined.
sigma	:	Attribute "sigma" provides the standard deviation (i.e., the square root of the variance, or the second moment) of the failure distribution. It is derived from the other parameters and defined as sigma = 1 / (beta * sqrt(k)).
mu	:	Attribute "mu" provides the expected value (i.e., the first moment) of the failure distribution. It is derived from the other parameters as mu = ln(theta) + (1/beta) * ln(1/lambda^2).
Formal Propositions:
nonZeroK	Specifies that if k exists, then it is non-zero.
validFailureRate	Verifies that the values stored in the failure_rate list correspond to the quotient of the pdf and cdf (where cdf is actually one minus the cumulative density function).
FailureMechanism
Entity "FailureMechanism" is used to describe the underlying "first principle" cause for a fault or failure. It is associated first with the diagnosis then (by way of the appropriate diagnosis subtype) to the RepairItem or FunctionItem that has failed.
EXPRESS specification:
*)NameType (REF)DescriptionType (REF)FailureMechanism
ENTITY FailureMechanism;
name	:	NameType;
description	:	DescriptionType;
UNIQUE
oneName	:	name;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
name	:	Used to uniquely identify the FailureMechanism.
description	:	Attribute used to provide an elaborated explanation of what the FailureMechanism is.
Fault
Entity "Fault" is a subtype of Diagnosis associated with a RepairItem and corresponds to a physical cause of anomalous behavior within a system. A fault typically corresponds to some physical breakdown in the system under test.
EXPRESS specification:
*)RepairItem (REF)Fault
ENTITY Fault
SUBTYPE OF(Diagnosis);
failedItem	:	OPTIONAL RepairItem;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
failedItem	:	Identifies the specific element (i.e., RepairItem) that has failed. This is a direct tie to the physical part of the system associated with a diagnosis.
Frequency
Entity "Frequency" is the number of times the action occurs per unit time.
EXPRESS specification:
*)TimeCost (REF)NonNegativeInteger (REF)Frequency
ENTITY Frequency;
timeSpan	:	TimeCost;
eventCount	:	NonNegativeInteger;
WHERE
timeExists	:	(EXISTS(SELF.timeSpan.predictedValue));
nonZeroTime	:	SELF.timeSpan.predictedValue <> 0.0;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
timeSpan	:	Attribute 'timeSpan' specifies the frequency's time basis. 
eventCount	:	Attribute 'eventCount' is the number of times in a timeSpan some event, such as Test or Failure, has occurred.
Formal Propositions:
timeExists	Requires that the predicted value of the time_span (which is a time_cost attribute) exists so that the frequency calculation can be well formed.
nonZeroTime	Requires that the predicted time of the associated time span be non-zero.
FunctionItem
Entity "FunctionItem" represents a node in a functional/behavioral decomposition of a system. The parent/child relationships of FunctionItem should represent the decomposition hierarchy.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Failure (REF)RepairItem (REF)FunctionItem
ENTITY FunctionItem
SUBTYPE OF(SystemItem);
INVERSE
failsAs	:	SET [1:?] OF Failure FOR failedItem;
implementedBy	:	SET [1:?] OF RepairItem FOR includesFunction;
WHERE
childrenSameType	:	QUERY(tmp <* SELF\SystemItem.subAssembly | 
      NOT('AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL.FUNCTIONITEM' 
          IN TYPEOF(tmp))) = [];
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
failsAs	:	Inverse attribute "failsAs" identifies the specific functional failure for the function (FunctionItem).
implementedBy	:	This attribute identifies the repair item or items used to implement a particular function within a system.
Formal Propositions:
childrenSameType	Ensures any children (i.e., members) of func are of type func.
GammaDistribution
Entity "gammaDistribution" defines the parameters necessary for representing a gamma failure/reliability distribution.
EXPRESS specification:
*)GammaDistribution
ENTITY GammaDistribution
SUBTYPE OF(FailureDistribution);
WHERE
setLambda	:	(EXISTS(SELF\failureDistribution.k)) AND
(SELF\failureDistribution.lambda = 
      SELF\failureDistribution.beta * sqrt(SELF\failureDistribution.k));
END_ENTITY;
(*
Formal Propositions:
setLambda	Specifies that the shape parameter k exists and lambda is set to k * sqrt(k).
Level
Entity "Level" provides a mechanism for grouping hierarchical elements at some common slice of the hierarchy.The specification of levels is model-specific except that a level is constrained to be related to at most one predecessor level and at most one successor level in a total order.
EXPRESS specification:
*)NameType (REF)DescriptionType (REF)Level (REF)Level (REF)Level
ENTITY Level;
name	:	NameType;
description	:	DescriptionType;
successor	:	OPTIONAL Level;
INVERSE
predecessor	:	Level FOR successor;
UNIQUE
oneName	:	name;
WHERE
levelsDistinct	:	(NOT(EXISTS(SELF.successor)) XOR
    (SELF <> SELF.successor)) AND
(NOT(EXISTS(SELF.predecessor)) XOR
    (SELF <> SELF.predecessor));
consistentLevel	:	(NOT(EXISTS(SELF.predecessor)) XOR 
    (SELF = SELF.predecessor.successor)) AND
(NOT(EXISTS(SELF.successor)) XOR
    (SELF = SELF.successor.predecessor));
noRepeats	:	levelsAcyclic(SELF);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
name	:	Specifies a unique name for the level of the hierarchical element. This attribute is intended to provide a means of identifying levels for purposes of determining applicability of tests, diagnoses, etc. within the model.
description	:	Attribute used to provide an elaborated explanation of what the level is.
successor	:	Identifies the "next" level in the total order of levels. This is optional in that the final level will not have a successor.
predecessor	:	Identifies the "previous" level in the total order of levels when the previous level exists.
Formal Propositions:
levelsDistinct	Ensures that a particular level is distinct from its successor or predecessor level.
consistentLevel	Ensures that the predecessor level points to the current level as successor and that the successor level points to the current level as predecessor.
noRepeats	Tests to see if the current entity has the same level appearing in the successor chain. If so, it creates a cycle in the levels, which is illegal.
LognormalDistribution
Entity "lognormalDistribution" defines the parameters necessary for representing a lognormal failure/reliability distribution.
EXPRESS specification:
*)LognormalDistribution
ENTITY LognormalDistribution
SUBTYPE OF(FailureDistribution);
WHERE
setLambda	:	(NOT(EXISTS(SELF\failureDistribution.k))) AND
(SELF\failureDistribution.lambda = 0.0)
;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Formal Propositions:
setLambda	Specifies that the shape parameter, k, does not exist; therefore, the derived value for lambda is zero.
ModeOfOperation
Entity 'ModeOfOperation' is a named representation of system state or operational state that contributes to some required context that is relevant to the diagnostic process.

EXPRESS specification:
*)NameType (REF)DescriptionType (REF)ModeOfOperation
ENTITY ModeOfOperation;
name	:	NameType;
description	:	DescriptionType;
UNIQUE
oneMode	:	name;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
name	:	Attribute 'name' is a unique attribute used to identify the mode of operation.
description	:	Attribute 'description' provides a textual description of the specific mode of operation within which the system is being diagnosed.
NonTimeCost
A NonTimeCost is an expense that is represented in terms of currency or some non-temporal metric that supports an objective function.

EXPRESS specification:
*)NonTimeUnit (REF)CostRate (REF)NonTimeCost
ENTITY NonTimeCost
SUBTYPE OF(Cost);
nonTimeCostUnit	:	NonTimeUnit;
rate	:	OPTIONAL CostRate;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
nonTimeCostUnit	:	An attribute to define the non-time units associated with the non-time-related cost.
rate	:	An optional attribute to provide a specific non time cost to be associated with the rate. In other words, this attribute will provide the cost part of cost-per-unit-time.
Outcome
Outcomes represent the legal discrete values to be associated with tests, diagnoses, or actions. These values form the basis for directing the diagnostic process.
EXPRESS specification:
*)ConfidenceValue (REF)AssignedValue (REF)Outcome
ENTITY Outcome
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF(DiagnosisOutcome, TestOutcome, ActionOutcome));
confidence	:	OPTIONAL ConfidenceValue;
valueDomain	:	AssignedValue;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
confidence	:	A measure of the maximum confidence in the test outcome based on characteristics of performing the test. This measure is used for providing an upper bound for confidence measures in the diagnoses.
valueDomain	:	Attribute "valueDomain" defines the value that can belong to the specific outcome based on the subtype instantiating the Outcome entity.
Purpose
Entity 'purpose' specifies the reason for an associated action.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Role (REF)DescriptionType (REF)Purpose
ENTITY Purpose;
hasRole	:	SET [1:?] OF Role;
description	:	DescriptionType;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
hasRole	:	This attribute identifies the associated role of the context within which test/diagnosis is occurring. For example, the role may be a maintenance test or a verification test.
description	:	Attribute 'description' provides a textual description of the purpose of the context.
Repair
Entity "Repair" identifies a list of actions required to restore a repair_item to service.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Repair
ENTITY Repair
SUBTYPE OF(Action);
WHERE
childrenSameType	:	QUERY(tmp <* SELF\Action.subAction | 
      NOT('AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL.REPAIR' 
          IN TYPEOF(tmp))) = [];
END_ENTITY;
(*
Formal Propositions:
childrenSameType	Ensures that any children (i.e., members) of a repair are of type repair.
RepairItem
Entity "RepairItem" refers to a part of the system under test on which a maintenance action can be performed as the result of a diagnosis.
EXPRESS specification:
*)FunctionItem (REF)Test (REF)Fault (REF)RepairItem
ENTITY RepairItem
SUBTYPE OF(SystemItem);
includesFunction	:	OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF FunctionItem;
testedBy	:	SET OF Test;
INVERSE
failsAs	:	SET [1:?] OF Fault FOR failedItem;
WHERE
childrenSameType	:	QUERY(tmp <* SELF\SystemItem.subAssembly | 
      NOT('AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL.REPAIRITEM' 
          IN TYPEOF(tmp))) = [];
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
includesFunction	:	This attribute identifies the set of functions that are performed by a given repair item.
testedBy	:	This attribute identifies a set (possibly empty) of tests available to test a particular repair item.
failsAs	:	Inverse attribute "failsAs" identifies the specific faults (or fault modes) for the repair item.
Formal Propositions:
childrenSameType	Ensures any children (i.e., members) of a repair_items are of type repair_item.
Resource
Entity "Resource"  refers to an asset required to perform some action in the maintenance process (e.g., a piece of equipment or personnel).
EXPRESS specification:
*)Cost (REF)NameType (REF)Resource
ENTITY Resource;
hasCost	:	OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF Cost;
name	:	NameType;
UNIQUE
oneName	:	name;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
hasCost	:	This attribute (optionally) associates a set of costs with this particular resource.
name	:	Attribute "name" provides a unique, identifying name for the resources.
SystemItem
Entity "systemItem" is an abstract supertype corresponding to a particular element or item within the system against which some repair or maintenance action might be taken. Since diagnosis can be related to either hardware items or functional items, the systemItem serves as a supertype to "RepairItem" (for hardware) and "FunctionItem" (for functional items).
EXPRESS specification:
*)NameType (REF)DescriptionType (REF)SystemItem (REF)FailureDistribution (REF)Level (REF)Context (REF)DiagnosticModel (REF)SystemItem (REF)SystemItem
ENTITY SystemItem
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (ONEOF(RepairItem, FunctionItem));
name	:	NameType;
description	:	DescriptionType;
subAssembly	:	OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF SystemItem;
hasDistribution	:	OPTIONAL FailureDistribution;
atIndentureLevel	:	OPTIONAL Level;
mustOccurIn	:	SET OF Context;
INVERSE
partOfModel	:	SET [1:?] OF DiagnosticModel FOR modelItem;
partOf	:	SET [1:?] OF SystemItem FOR subAssembly;
UNIQUE
oneName	:	name;
WHERE
childTypes	:	(SIZEOF(SELF.subAssembly) =
 SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* subAssembly | TYPEOF(SELF) = TYPEOF(tmp))));
allOrNone	:	(SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* subAssembly | EXISTS(hasDistribution))) = SIZEOF(subAssembly)) XOR
(SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* subAssembly | EXISTS(hasDistribution))) = 0);
graphIsAcyclic	:	itemDag(subAssembly,partOf);
parentLevelConsistent	:	((NOT(EXISTS(atIndentureLevel))) AND 
 (SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* partOf | EXISTS(atIndentureLevel))) = 0)) XOR
 (SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* partOf | 
     (SELF.atIndentureLevel = tmp.atIndentureLevel)
        OR
     (SELF.atIndentureLevel.predecessor = tmp.atIndentureLevel))) = 
  SIZEOF(SELF.partOf));
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
name	:	An attribute used to uniquely identify the particular SystemItem.
description	:	Attribute used to provide an elaborated explanation of what the SystemItem is.
subAssembly	:	The set of constituent SystemItems of which this SystemItem is composed.
hasDistribution	:	Attribute "hasDistribution" identifies the specific failure distribution for the system item.
atIndentureLevel	:	Identifies the specific level of indenture for a particular SystemItem.
mustOccurIn	:	Attribute 'mustOccurIn' provides a list of context items required for a SystemItem to be considered. This attribute is defined to be a set. If the set is empty, then the corresponding SystemItem is under consideration in all contexts.
partOfModel	:	A pointer to a set of models that reference a given hierarchical element. This attribute provides a mechanism for linking models based on hierarchical elements identified during the diagnostic process.
partOf	:	The set of SystemItems that have the current SystemItem as a subAssembly.
Formal Propositions:
childTypes	Ensures that the types of the children are the same type as that of the parent.
allOrNone	Ensures that either all of the children have a failure distribution associated or none of the children have a failure distribution associated.
graphIsAcyclic	The structure of SystemItem is referred to as a lattice and corresponds to a directed acyclic graph. In other words, traversing the member relationships from a SystemItem should not result in returning to the same SystemItem. This constraint is verified by using the function itemDag, which traverses the SystemItem structure.
parentLevelConsistent	This proposition ensures that either no indenture levels exist from the hierarchy or that the indenture levels are consistent. Specifically, the constraint is imposed that the level of the parent elements are the same as the current element or are predecessors to the current element.
Test
Entity "Test" is a discrete information source whose output is one of a set of enumerated values that can indicate the health of some portion of the system.
EXPRESS specification:
*)TestOutcome (REF)Test
ENTITY Test
SUBTYPE OF(Action);
allowedOutcomes	:	OPTIONAL LIST [2:?] OF TestOutcome;
WHERE
outcomesRequiredForAtomicTest	:	(SIZEOF(SELF\Action.subAction) > 0) OR EXISTS(allowedOutcomes);
minimalOutcomes	:	(NOT(EXISTS(allowedOutcomes))) XOR
((SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* allowedOutcomes | 
     tmp.valueDomain = Pass)) = 1) AND
 (SIZEOF(QUERY(tmp <* allowedOutcomes | 
     tmp.valueDomain = Fail)) >= 1));
childrenSameType	:	QUERY(tmp <* SELF\Action.subAction | 
      NOT('AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL.TEST' 
          IN TYPEOF(tmp))) = [];
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
allowedOutcomes	:	A list of two or more outcomes that are the expected outcomes of the test. An outcome is a characterization of the observed response to the stimulus of a test. This attribute is shown to be optional; however, it is constrained such that it is required if the test has no member tests. Since test outcomes are the basis for diagnostic reasoning in AI-ESTATE, outcomes shall be available.
Formal Propositions:
outcomesRequiredForAtomicTest	Determines whether outcomes are associated with a test and requires that an atomic test (i.e., a test for which there are no subtests) have outcomes. The cardinality on the test_outcome set ensures that, should outcomes exist, there are at least two of them. Note that non-atomic test are permitted, but not required, to have test outcomes.
minimalOutcomes	Requires either that the set of outcomes not be defined, or that the set of outcomes include, at a minimum, exactly one of outcome of value PASS and exactly one outcome of value FAIL.
childrenSameType	Ensures any children (i.e., members) of a test are of type test.
TestOutcome
Entity "TestOutcome" identifies one of a set of enumerated values to be associated with a test. The value is based on a specification of how to implement that test and the criteria for the success or failure of that test.
EXPRESS specification:
*)QualifyerType (REF)Test (REF)TestOutcome
ENTITY TestOutcome
SUBTYPE OF(Outcome);
qualifier	:	OPTIONAL QualifyerType;
INVERSE
forTest	:	Test FOR allowedOutcomes;
UNIQUE
outcomeKey	:	valueDomain,
qualifier,
forTest;
WHERE
legalValues	:	    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = Pass) OR
    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = Fail) OR
    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = NotKnown) OR
    (SELF\outcome.valueDomain = UserDefined);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
qualifier	:	Attribute "qualifier" provides a method for for specifying a distinct way that a test can fail that may lead to differing diagnosis. The qualifier is not simply descriptive, nor is it intended to represent degrees of confidence or measurement values/ranges for their own sake. Examples include "Lo" and "Hi" to indicate whether the test failed as a result of a measurement below the lower limit or above the higher limit respectively.
forTest	:	Links the outcome to the specific test with that outcome.
Formal Propositions:
legalValues	Specifies that an outcome can only have one of the associated values.
TimeCost
Entity "TimeCost" defines a time related cost as a measure of the time it takes to perform a task. 
EXPRESS specification:
*)TimeUnit (REF)TimeCost
ENTITY TimeCost
SUBTYPE OF(Cost);
timeCostUnit	:	TimeUnit;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
timeCostUnit	:	An attribute to define the time units associated with the time-related cost.
WeibullDistribution
Entity "weibullDistribution" defines the parameters necessary for representing a Weibull failure/reliability distribution.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Parameter (REF)WeibullDistribution
ENTITY WeibullDistribution
SUBTYPE OF(FailureDistribution);
DERIVE
eta	:	Parameter := log(SELF\failureDistribution.mu);
WHERE
setBeta	:	(SELF\failureDistribution.beta = 1.0 / SELF\failureDistribution.sigma);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
eta	:	Attribute "eta" provides the value for the scale parameter eta in the Weibull distribution. It is set as ln(mu).
Formal Propositions:
setBeta	Specifies that the beta shape parameter is set to 1 / sigma.
actionDag
EXPRESS specification:
This function examines the set of Actions in a model and ensures that no child element is also a parent. In other words, when traversing the child relations, it ensures that no cycles exist in the model.
*)actionDag
FUNCTION actionDag
  (members:SET [0:?] OF Action; 
   parents:SET [0:?] OF Action):LOGICAL;
  LOCAL
    grandParents : SET [0:?] OF Action := [];
  END_LOCAL;

  IF (SIZEOF(parents) = 0) THEN
    RETURN(TRUE);
  END_IF;
  REPEAT i := LOINDEX(members) TO HIINDEX(members);
    IF (members[i] IN parents) THEN
      RETURN(FALSE);
    ELSE
      REPEAT j := LOINDEX(parents) TO HIINDEX(parents);
        grandParents := grandParents + parents[j].partOf;
      END_REPEAT;
      RETURN(actionDag(members,grandParents));
    END_IF;
  END_REPEAT;
END_FUNCTION;
(*
actionRollup
EXPRESS specification:
This function examines the set of Actions in a model and ensures that, when considering each of the "parts" (i.e., children) of an Action, these children are represented in the top-level set. Thus, this function ensures that the set of Actions listed with a model is a "rollup" of all of the Actions in the model.
*)actionRollup
FUNCTION actionRollup
  (mdl:diagnosticModel;elem:SET [1:?] OF Action):BOOLEAN;
  LOCAL
    check : BOOLEAN;
  END_LOCAL;

  REPEAT i := LOINDEX(elem) TO HIINDEX(elem);
    check := FALSE;
    REPEAT j:= LOINDEX(elem[i].partOfModel) TO
               HIINDEX(elem[i].partOfModel);
      IF (elem[i].partOfModel[j] = mdl) THEN
        check := TRUE;
      END_IF;
    END_REPEAT;
    IF (check = FALSE) THEN
      RETURN(FALSE);
    END_IF;
  END_REPEAT;
  RETURN(TRUE);
END_FUNCTION;
(*
diagnosisDag
EXPRESS specification:
This function examines the set of Diagnoses in a model and ensures that no child element is also a parent. In other words, when traversing the child relations, it ensures that no cycles exist in the model.
*)diagnosisDag
FUNCTION diagnosisDag
  (members:SET [0:?] OF Diagnosis; 
   parents:SET [0:?] OF Diagnosis):LOGICAL;
  LOCAL
    grandParents : SET [0:?] OF Diagnosis := [];
  END_LOCAL;

  IF (SIZEOF(parents) = 0) THEN
    RETURN(TRUE);
  END_IF;
  REPEAT i := LOINDEX(members) TO HIINDEX(members);
    IF (members[i] IN parents) THEN
      RETURN(FALSE);
    ELSE
      REPEAT j := LOINDEX(parents) TO HIINDEX(parents);
        grandParents := grandParents + parents[j].memberOf;
      END_REPEAT;
      RETURN(diagnosisDag(members,grandParents));
    END_IF;
  END_REPEAT;
END_FUNCTION;
(*
diagnosisRollup
EXPRESS specification:
This function examines the set of Diagnoses in a model and ensures that, when considering each of the "parts" (i.e., children) of an Diagnosis, these children are represented in the top-level set. Thus, this function ensures that the set of Diagnoses listed with a model is a "rollup" of all of the Diagnoses in the model.
*)diagnosisRollup
FUNCTION diagnosisRollup
  (mdl:diagnosticModel;elem:SET [1:?] OF Diagnosis):BOOLEAN;
  LOCAL
    check : BOOLEAN;
  END_LOCAL;

  REPEAT i := LOINDEX(elem) TO HIINDEX(elem);
    check := FALSE;
    REPEAT j:= LOINDEX(elem[i].partOfModel) TO
               HIINDEX(elem[i].partOfModel);
      IF (elem[i].partOfModel[j] = mdl) THEN
        check := TRUE;
      END_IF;
    END_REPEAT;
    IF (check = FALSE) THEN
      RETURN(FALSE);
    END_IF;
  END_REPEAT;
  RETURN(TRUE);
END_FUNCTION;
(*
itemDag
EXPRESS specification:
This function examines the set of SystemItems in a model and ensures that no child element is also a parent. In other words, when traversing the child relations, it ensures that no cycles exist in the model.
*)itemDag
FUNCTION itemDag
  (members:SET [0:?] OF SystemItem; 
   parents:SET [0:?] OF SystemItem):LOGICAL;
  LOCAL
    grandParents : SET [0:?] OF SystemItem := [];
  END_LOCAL;

  IF (SIZEOF(parents) = 0) THEN
    RETURN(TRUE);
  END_IF;
  REPEAT i := LOINDEX(members) TO HIINDEX(members);
    IF (members[i] IN parents) THEN
      RETURN(FALSE);
    ELSE
      REPEAT j := LOINDEX(parents) TO HIINDEX(parents);
        grandParents := grandParents + parents[j].partOf;
      END_REPEAT;
      RETURN(itemDag(members,grandParents));
    END_IF;
  END_REPEAT;
END_FUNCTION;
(*
itemRollup
EXPRESS specification:
This function examines the set of SystemItems in a model and ensures that, when considering each of the "parts" (i.e., children) of a SystemItem, these children are represented in the top-level set. Thus, this function ensures that the set of SystemItems listed with a model is a "rollup" of all of the SystemItems in the model.
*)itemRollup
FUNCTION itemRollup
  (mdl:diagnosticModel;elem:SET [1:?] OF SystemItem):BOOLEAN;
  LOCAL
    check : BOOLEAN;
  END_LOCAL;

  REPEAT i := LOINDEX(elem) TO HIINDEX(elem);
    check := FALSE;
    REPEAT j:= LOINDEX(elem[i].partOfModel) TO
               HIINDEX(elem[i].partOfModel);
      IF (elem[i].partOfModel[j] = mdl) THEN
        check := TRUE;
      END_IF;
    END_REPEAT;
    IF (check = FALSE) THEN
      RETURN(FALSE);
    END_IF;
  END_REPEAT;
  RETURN(TRUE);
END_FUNCTION;
(*
levelsAcyclic
EXPRESS specification:
This function ensures that, for a particular entity occuring at a level, the chain of levels does not cycle back on itself.
*)levelsAcyclic
FUNCTION levelsAcyclic
  (lvl:level):BOOLEAN;
  LOCAL
    target : level := lvl;
  END_LOCAL;

  REPEAT WHILE (EXISTS(lvl.successor));
      IF (target = lvl.successor) THEN
         return(FALSE);
      END_IF;
      lvl := lvl.successor;
  END_REPEAT;
  RETURN(TRUE);

(* Need to check this to see if it terminates. Perhaps terminate on FALSE *)
END_FUNCTION;
(*
quotientCheck
EXPRESS specification:
This function compares three equal-length lists and makes sure corresponding values in the lists satisfy the constraint that the first value equals the quotient of the second two values. For example, if A = [2, 2, 3, 3], B = [4, 8, 9, 21], and C = [2, 4, 3, 7], then the function returns true. If A = [2, 2, 2, 2] with B and C the same, then the function returns false.
*)quotientCheck
FUNCTION quotientCheck
  (a : LIST [1:?] of DistributionPoint; 
   b : LIST [1:?] of DistributionPoint;
   c : LIST [1:?] of DistributionPoint):BOOLEAN;

  LOCAL
    i : BOOLEAN := TRUE;
    j : INTEGER;
  END_LOCAL;

  REPEAT j := 1 TO SIZEOF(a);
    IF (a[j] <> b[j] / c[j]) THEN
      i := FALSE;
    END_IF;
  END_REPEAT;
  RETURN(i);
END_FUNCTION;
END_SCHEMA;
(*
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(*
AI_ESTATE_DIAGNOSTIC_LOGIC_MODEL
The AI-ESTATE Enhanced Diagnostic Logic Model schema is defined below. The constructs of this model were derived with the intent of providing a means for representing arbitrary logical expressions. The model utilizes many of the constructs defined in the AI-ESTATE Common Element Model.

An inference is a logical relationship between two or more outcomes. The set of inferences associated with a particular outcome are represented as expressions of the form Outcome => AND(OR(outcomes)) or Outcome => OR(AND(outcomes)).
EXPRESS specification:
*)
AI_ESTATE_DIAGNOSTIC_LOGIC_MODELSCHEMA AI_ESTATE_DIAGNOSTIC_LOGIC_MODEL;
REFERENCE FROM AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL
(diagnosticModel,
Outcome,
confidenceValue);
(*
DiagnosticLogicModel
This entity represents the constituents of a generic Diagnostic Logic Model. The model facilitates representing expressions of the form Outcome => AND(OR(outcomes)) or Outcome => OR(AND(outcomes)).
EXPRESS specification:
*)OutcomeInference (REF)DiagnosticLogicModel
ENTITY DiagnosticLogicModel
SUBTYPE OF(diagnosticModel);
inference	:	SET [2:?] OF OutcomeInference;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
inference	:	This attribute identifies the set of outcome_inference that comprise the model of the system under test. To be useful, a model shall consist of at least two inferences, corresponding to inferences from the minimum number of outcomes for the minimum number of tests in the model.
Inference
This entity is a supertype of the entities diagnostic_inference and test_inference.  Inference is either a test inference or a diagnosis inference, but not both.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Outcome (REF)OutcomeInference (REF)Inference
ENTITY Inference;
term	:	SET [1:?] OF Outcome;
and_Or	:	BOOLEAN;
INVERSE
assertion	:	OutcomeInference FOR andOrTerms;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
term	:	Attribute "term" identifies a set of specific outcomes to be inferred in the current logical expression.
and_Or	:	This attribute determines if SELF.term is ANDed or ORed. If and_Or = TRUE, then SELF.term is the conjunction of the members of the set. If and_Or = FALSE, then SELF.term is the disjunction of the members of the set.
assertion	:	Attribute "assertion" identifies the top level of the logical expression being inferred from some outcome.
OutcomeInference
This construct pairs a particular outcome of a particular test with a set of inferences represented in a conjunct/disjunct form. Each inference entity of the set is a single inference of type test_inference or diagnostic_inference. Since inference information is specific to the Diagnostic Inference Model, it is necessary to identify the test outcomes from the Common Element Model with which the inferences are associated. Hence, the constructs for representing inferences are found in the Diagnostic Inference Model, along with a pairing of these inference constructs with test outcomes from the Common Element Model.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Inference (REF)Outcome (REF)confidenceValue (REF)OutcomeInference
ENTITY OutcomeInference;
andOrTerms	:	SET [1:?] OF Inference;
preconditionOutcome	:	Outcome;
confidence	:	OPTIONAL confidenceValue;
and_Or	:	BOOLEAN;
UNIQUE
one_outcome	:	preconditionOutcome;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
andOrTerms	:	This attribute identifies a set of composite terms that are either ANDed or ORed together, depending on the value of the andOr attribute. If andOr = TRUE, then the set of terms identified here is ANDed. If andOr = FALSE, then the set of terms identified here is ORed.
preconditionOutcome	:	This attribute identifies a particular outcome of an action, test, repair (which is a type of action), or diagnosis to which the value of the outcome_inference attribute applies, where the xxxOutcome.forXxx attribute  (where xxx = action, test, or diagnosis) identifies a particular action, test, or diagnosis.
confidence	:	An attribute that identifies the statistical confidence in the logical expression from the outcome in outcome_inference.
and_Or	:	This attribute determines if SELF.conjunctDisjunct is ANDed or ORed. If and_Or = TRUE, then SELF.conjunctDisjunct is the conjunction of the members of the set. If and_Or = FALSE, then SELF.conjunctDisjunct is the disjunction of the members of the set.
*)
END_SCHEMA;
(*
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(*
AI_ESTATE_DMATRIX_INFERENCE_MODEL
The AI-ESTATE D-Matrix Inference Model schema is defined below. The expectation is that this model represents a "canonical" D (i.e., dependency) matrix from the perspective of what can be inferred from test outcomes. Specifically, in a canonical D-matrix, the columns correspond to tests. Rows of the matrix can be either tests or diagnoses. It is required that, if a test passes, then all of the "column" inferences drawn in the matrix for that test be logically ANDed together, and all of the "row" inferences drawn for that test must be "ORed" together. Conversely, if a test fails, it is required that all of the "column" inferences drawn in the matrix for that test  be "ORed" together, and all of the "row" inferences for that test must be "ANDed" together. It is also required that inferences be of like type (i.e., Pass => Pass/Good or Fail => Fail/Candidate).

In the AI-ESTATE D-Matrix Inference Model, test outcomes are limited to pass or fail outcomes. Inferences are identified between a particular test outcome and other test outcomes and asserted conditions of diagnostic units. The inferences are constrained to conform to the canonical D-matrix where a test is represented as a column in the matrix (and a corresponding row), and a diagnosis is represented as a row in the matrix.

The set of inferences associated with a particular test outcome are limited either to a list of conjuncted inferences or a list of disjuncted inferences (not both). Determining conjuncted vs. disjuncted depends on the outcome of the test. Specifically, only inferences from passing tests are conjuncted and can only lead to pass/good outcomes on tests and diagnoses respectively. In addition inference from failing tests are disjuncted and can only lead to fail/candidate outcomes on tests or diagnoses respectively.

All test inferences are required to be symmetric. In other words, the set of outcomes arising from a test passing complement the inferences arising from a test failing.
EXPRESS specification:
*)
AI_ESTATE_DMATRIX_INFERENCE_MODELSCHEMA AI_ESTATE_DMATRIX_INFERENCE_MODEL;
(*
CONSTANT
EXPRESS specification:
*)CONSTANT
CONSTANTCandidate
Candidate	:	STRING := 'CANDIDATE';Pass
Pass	:	STRING := 'PASS';Fail
Fail	:	STRING := 'FAIL';UserDefined
UserDefined	:	STRING := 'USER_DEFINED';
END_CONSTANT;
REFERENCE FROM AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL
(DiagnosticModel,
TestOutcome,
ConfidenceValue,
DiagnosisOutcome);
(*
OutcomeValue
Select type "outcomeValue" identifies a specific outcome that is being inferred as a result of a test outcome. As a select type, the value corresponds to either a test outcome or a diagnosis outcome.
EXPRESS specification:
*)OutcomeValueDiagnosisOutcome (REF)TestOutcome (REF)
TYPE OutcomeValue = SELECT
(DiagnosisOutcome,
TestOutcome);
END_TYPE;
(*
DmatrixInferenceModel
This entity represents the constituents of the D-Matrix Inference Model. The expectation is that this  model represents a "canonical" D (i.e., dependency) matrix from the perspective of what can be inferred from test outcomes. Specifically, in a canonical D-matrix, the columns correspond to tests. Rows of the matrix can be either tests or diagnoses. It is required that, if a test passes, then all of the "column" inferences drawn in the matrix be logically ANDed together. Conversely, if a test fails, it is required that all of the "column" inferences drawn in the matrix  be "ORed" together. It is also required that inferences be of like type (i.e., Pass => Pass/Good or Fail => Fail/Candidate).
EXPRESS specification:
*)OutcomeInference (REF)DmatrixInferenceModel
ENTITY DmatrixInferenceModel
SUBTYPE OF(DiagnosticModel);
testColumn	:	SET [2:?] OF OutcomeInference;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
testColumn	:	This attribute identifies the set of outcome_inference that comprise the model of the system under test. To be useful, a model shall consist of at least two inferences, corresponding to inferences from the minimum number of outcomes for the minimum number of tests in the model.
Inference
This entity is a supertype of the entities diagnostic_inference and test_inference.  Inference is either a test inference or a diagnosis inference, but not both.
EXPRESS specification:
*)OutcomeValue (REF)OutcomeInference (REF)Inference
ENTITY Inference;
cell	:	OutcomeValue;
INVERSE
assertion	:	OutcomeInference FOR andOrRows;
WHERE
consistentOutcome	:	((SELF.assertion.preconditionTestOutcome.valueDomain = Pass) AND 
 (SELF.cell\Outcome.valueDomain = Pass)) OR
((SELF.assertion.preconditionTestOutcome.valueDomain = Pass) AND 
 (SELF.cell\Outcome.valueDomain = Good)) OR
((SELF.assertion.preconditionTestOutcome.valueDomain = Fail) AND 
 (SELF.cell\Outcome.valueDomain = Fail)) OR
((SELF.assertion.preconditionTestOutcome.valueDomain = Fail) AND 
 (SELF.cell\Outcome.valueDomain = Candidate));
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
cell	:	Attribute "term" identifies a specific outcome to be inferred in the current logical expression.
assertion	:	Attribute "assertion" identifies the top level of the logical expression being inferred from some test outcome.
Formal Propositions:
consistentOutcome	Specifies that the outcomes be of like type. In other words, Pass implies Pass and Fail implies Fail.
OutcomeInference
This construct pairs a particular outcome of a particular test with a set of inferences represented in a conjunct/disjunct form. Each inference entity of the set is a single inference of type test_inference or diagnostic_inference. Since inference information is specific to the Diagnostic Inference Model, it is necessary to identify the test outcomes from the Common Element Model with which the inferences are associated. Hence, the constructs for representing inferences are found in the Diagnostic Inference Model, along with a pairing of these inference constructs with test outcomes from the Common Element Model.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Inference (REF)TestOutcome (REF)ConfidenceValue (REF)OutcomeInference
ENTITY OutcomeInference;
andOrRows	:	SET [1:?] OF Inference;
preconditionTestOutcome	:	TestOutcome;
confidence	:	OPTIONAL ConfidenceValue;
and_Or	:	BOOLEAN;
UNIQUE
one_outcome	:	preconditionTestOutcome;
WHERE
conjunctOrDisjunct	:	((SELF.preconditionTestOutcome.valueDomain = Pass) AND
 (SELF.and_Or = TRUE)) XOR
((SELF.preconditionTestOutcome.valueDomain = Fail) AND
 (SELF.and_Or = FALSE));
noUserDefined	:	preconditionTestOutcome.valueDomain[1] <> UserDefined;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
andOrRows	:	This attribute identifies a set of simple terms that are either ANDed or ORed together, depending on the value of the andOr attribute. If andOr = TRUE, then the set of terms identified here is ANDed. If andOr = FALSE, then the set of terms identified here is ORed.
preconditionTestOutcome	:	This attribute identifies a particular outcome of the value of the testOutcome.forTest attribute to which the value of the outcome_inference attribute applies, where the testOutcome.forTest attribute identifies a particular test.
confidence	:	An attribute that identifies the statistical confidence in the logical expression from the outcome in outcome_inference.
and_Or	:	This attribute determines if SELF.conjunctDisjunct is ANDed or ORed. If and_Or = TRUE, then SELF.conjunctDisjunct is the conjunction of the members of the set. If and_Or = FALSE, then SELF.conjunctDisjunct is the disjunction of the members of the set.
Formal Propositions:
conjunctOrDisjunct	Constrains the outcome inference list to be a set of conjuncts or a set of disjuncts, but not both based on whether the associatedTestOutcome is Pass or Fail. If it is Pass, then the list must be a conjunct list (i.e., and_Or = TRUE). If it is Fail, then the list must be a disjunct list (i.e., and_Or = FALSE).
noUserDefined	Requires that the test outcome be one of the basic standard values as defined in the Common Element Model.
*)
END_SCHEMA;
(*
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*)
(*
AI_ESTATE_DYNAMIC_CONTEXT_MODEL
The following information model captures the relevant dynamic information that may be used in any diagnostic context by an adequate abstraction of widely used diagnostic principles. The DCM enables several important functions of an AI-ESTATE conformant reasoner. The functions relate to the state of the reasoning process at each step of a diagnostic session. The DCM data and knowledge are developed during a diagnostic session, unlike those of the CEM, Fault Tree Model (FTM), Diagnostic Inference Model (DIM), and Enhanced Diagnostic Inference Model (EDIM) (which consist of static diagnostic data and knowledge).

A diagnostic session is initiated by identifying the model or models to be used for determining the existence of a fault in the unit undergoing test and for isolating to a sufficient level to effect a maintenance action that will restore the system to a known functioning condition. The session is performed in a series of steps. At each step, one or more tests are performed. The DCM is used to record the state existing prior to performing any test at each step:

- The model(s) currently in use,
- The status of all resources associated with the active models,
- The status of all tests associated with the active models,
- The status of all diagnoses associated with the active models,
- Optionally, the current fault hypothesis.

The DCM is also used to record the tests performed at each step and any associated actual test outcome and outcome confidence values. The reasoner makes diagnostic and test inferences from the actual test outcome and associated confidence values.
EXPRESS specification:
*)
AI_ESTATE_DYNAMIC_CONTEXT_MODELSCHEMA AI_ESTATE_DYNAMIC_CONTEXT_MODEL;
USE FROM AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL
(NameType,
DiagnosticModel,
ConfidenceValue,
CostValue,
DescriptionType,
Action,
CostCategory,
Context,
Outcome,
Cost,
RepairItem,
TimeUnit,
TimeValue);
(*
HypothesisDirected
Type 'HypothesisDirected' defines a type by which a step can determine whether  search is focused on a provided user hypothesis or a search process applied by the reasoner.
EXPRESS specification:
*)HypothesisDirected
TYPE HypothesisDirected = BOOLEAN;
END_TYPE;
(*
Identifier
Type "Identifier" defines a string type for specifying identification information.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Identifier
TYPE Identifier = STRING;
END_TYPE;
(*
ReliabilityDirected
Type 'ReliabilityDirected' defines a type by which a step can determine whether or not the optimization process is dependent on failure distributions.
EXPRESS specification:
*)ReliabilityDirected
TYPE ReliabilityDirected = BOOLEAN;
END_TYPE;
(*
TimeStamp
Type "TimeStamp" defines a string for representing date and time information in accordance with W3C XML Schema Part 2 Par. 3.2.7 dateTime definition
EXPRESS specification:
*)TimeStamp
TYPE TimeStamp = STRING;
END_TYPE;
(*
StatusCode
Enumerated type 'StatusCode' specifies legal status codes to be returned by a service specified by this standard.
EXPRESS specification:
*)StatusCode
TYPE StatusCode = ENUMERATION OF
(OPERATION_COMPLETED_SUCCESSFULLY,
NONEXISTENT_DATA_ELEMENT_REQUESTED,
MISSING_OR_INVALID_ARGUMENT,
OPERATION_OUT_OF_SEQUENCE,
INVALID_MODEL_SCHEMA,
SERVICE_NOT_AVAILABLE,
UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION_RAISED);
END_TYPE;
(*
TimeBaseline
Enumerated type "TimeBaseline" identifies the reference point for determining usage time. Valid values include:

INITIAL_OPERATION : Indicates the time is determined relative to when the repair item was first placed into service.

PRIOR_INSPECTION : Indicates the time is determined relative to when the repair item last underwent an inspection or operational evaluation.

PRIOR_MAINTENANCE : Indicates the time is determined relative to when the repair item last underwent either scheduled or unscheduled maintenance.

PRIOR_REVISION : Indicates the time is determined relative to when the repair item last underwent a significant engineering modification.

UNSPECIFIED : Indicates the time basis is not known.
EXPRESS specification:
*)TimeBaseline
TYPE TimeBaseline = ENUMERATION OF
(INITIAL_OPERATION,
PRIOR_INSPECTION,
PRIOR_MAINTENANCE,
PRIOR_REVISION,
UNSPECIFIED);
END_TYPE;
(*
ActiveAction
Entity 'ActiveAction' corresponds to an action that has been taken in the session. Active actions have actual costs which are tied back to the associated tests and resources.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Action (REF)ActualCost (REF)Step (REF)ActiveAction
ENTITY ActiveAction;
actionType	:	Action;
costIncurred	:	SET OF ActualCost;
INVERSE
stepPerformed	:	Step FOR actionsPerformed;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
actionType	:	Attribute ‘actionType’ identifies the type of action performed as specified within the Common Element Model.
costIncurred	:	Attribute ‘costIncurred’ provides the set of actual costs associated with taking this action in the current step of the session trace.
stepPerformed	:	Inverse attribute "stepPerformed" identifies the specific step within the session where the action was performed.
ActualCost
Entity "ActualCost" provides the cost information collected when an associated action is performed.
EXPRESS specification:
*)CostValue (REF)Cost (REF)ActiveAction (REF)ActualCost
ENTITY ActualCost;
actualValue	:	CostValue;
costType	:	Cost;
INVERSE
actionCost	:	ActiveAction FOR costIncurred;
WHERE
valueIsValid	:	(NOT(EXISTS(costType.lowerBound)) AND
 NOT(EXISTS(costType.upperBound))) XOR
((costType.lowerBound <= actualValue) AND
 (actualValue <= costType.upperBound));
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
actualValue	:	Attribute ‘actualValue’ records the incurred cost value.
costType	:	Attribute "costType" identifies the type of cost incurred as specified within the Common Element Model.
actionCost	:	Inverse attribute ‘actionCost’ identifies the specific action to which this cost belongs.
Formal Propositions:
valueIsValid	Constraint ‘valueIsValid’ ensures that actualValue lies between legal bounds, given bounds have been defined.
ActualOutcome
Entity "ActualOutcome" provides information on specific outcomes in the diagnostic process.
EXPRESS specification:
*)ConfidenceValue (REF)Outcome (REF)ActualOutcome
ENTITY ActualOutcome;
actualConfidence	:	OPTIONAL ConfidenceValue;
outcomeType	:	Outcome;
WHERE
boundConfidence	:	(SELF.actualConfidence <= SELF.outcomeType.confidence);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
actualConfidence	:	Attribute "actualConfidence" provides the specific confidence value associated with the actual outcome.
outcomeType	:	Attribute "outcomeType" identifies the corresponding Outcome defined in the Common Element Model.
Formal Propositions:
boundConfidence	Specifies that the actual confidence must be no more than the maximum confidence recorded in the common element model for this outcome.
ActualRepairItem
Entity 'ActualRepairItem' captures diagnostic history information on the unit or system under test in terms of previous test/diagnosis/repair sessions.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Identifier (REF)Session (REF)RepairItem (REF)ActualRepairItem
ENTITY ActualRepairItem;
diagnosedItemID	:	Identifier;
history	:	SET OF Session;
itemUnderTest	:	RepairItem;
UNIQUE
oneId	:	diagnosedItemID;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
diagnosedItemID	:	Attribute "diagnosedItemID" provides a specific unique identifier for the system or unit being diagnosed.
history	:	Attribute 'history' identifies a set of diagnostic sessions capturing historical diagnostic information. 
itemUnderTest	:	Attribute "itemUnderTest" identifies the type of RepairItem that is the subject of diagnosis
ActualUsage
Entity "ActualUsage" provides information on time of use by a repair item. The purpose of the entity is to capture life cycle information for purposes of determining where the unit lies within its reliability distribution. This information is associated with a specific RepairItem under the assumption that the information "flows down" to child RepairItems.
EXPRESS specification:
*)RepairItem (REF)TimeUnit (REF)TimeValue (REF)TimeBaseline (REF)ActualUsage
ENTITY ActualUsage;
topLevel	:	RepairItem;
units	:	TimeUnit;
timeIndex	:	TimeValue;
basis	:	TimeBaseline;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
topLevel	:	Attribute "topLevel" identifies the top-most RepairItem to which the usage information applies.
units	:	Attribute "units" specifies the time units applied to the operational time of the repair item.
timeIndex	:	Attribute "timeIndex" provides a value indicating the usage or operational time of the repair item relative to the time baseline.
basis	:	Attribute "basis" provides the basis or foundation upon which the usage time is determined.
Discrepancy
Entity 'Discrepancy' captures information on source events that spawn a particular diagnostic session.
EXPRESS specification:
*)NameType (REF)DescriptionType (REF)Discrepancy
ENTITY Discrepancy;
name	:	NameType;
description	:	DescriptionType;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
name	:	Attribute 'name' provides a unique name for identifying the trigger.
description	:	Attribute 'description' provides a means for associating descriptive text to characterize the trigger.
ServiceState
Entity 'ServiceState' provides information on the condition of a completed service request.
EXPRESS specification:
*)DescriptionType (REF)DescriptionType (REF)StatusCode (REF)ServiceState
ENTITY ServiceState;
associatedService	:	DescriptionType;
description	:	DescriptionType;
status	:	StatusCode;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
associatedService	:	Attribute 'associatedService' identifies the service called.
description	:	Attribute 'description' provides a textual description for the service state.
status	:	Attribute 'status' identifies the status code returned by a service.
Session
Entity ‘Session’ is the collector for the trace of steps performed in the current diagnostic session.
EXPRESS specification:
*)Discrepancy (REF)DiagnosticModel (REF)TimeStamp (REF)Step (REF)NameType (REF)ActualRepairItem (REF)Session
ENTITY Session;
cause	:	OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF Discrepancy;
modelSet	:	SET [1:?] OF DiagnosticModel;
timeInitiated	:	TimeStamp;
trace	:	LIST OF Step;
name	:	NameType;
INVERSE
diagnosedItem	:	ActualRepairItem FOR history;
UNIQUE
oneName	:	name;
WHERE
noTestsLast	:	NOT(EXISTS(trace[SIZEOF(trace)].outcomesObserved));
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
cause	:	Attribute "cause" identifies one or more discrepancies that initiated the diagnostic session.
modelSet	:	Attribute "modelSet" identifies the set of diagnostic models that were available for use in a given diagnostic session.
timeInitiated	:	Attribute "timeInitiated" identifies the specific time at which the diagnostic session was started.
trace	:	Attribute ‘trace’ provides an ordered list of  steps that the diagnostic reasoner performs during a session. It is expected that actions such as backing up would be recorded as a new step in the trace rather than having a step deleted from the trace.
name	:	Attribute "name" provides a unique, identifying name for the session.
diagnosedItem	:	Inverse attribute "diagnosedItem" identifies the specific unit or system being diagnosed in the session.
Formal Propositions:
noTestsLast	Ensures that the last step in the traces has no associated outcomes or tests that have just been observed. To have observed this information indicates the state must be updated, and a new step must be created.
Step
Entity "Step" is the collector for the information recorded at each step in the current diagnostic session.
EXPRESS specification:
*)ActiveAction (REF)DiagnosticModel (REF)CostCategory (REF)ReliabilityDirected (REF)HypothesisDirected (REF)ActualOutcome (REF)ActualOutcome (REF)ServiceState (REF)Context (REF)TimeStamp (REF)ActualOutcome (REF)ActualUsage (REF)Session (REF)Step
ENTITY Step;
actionsPerformed	:	LIST OF ActiveAction;
activeModels	:	SET [1:?] OF DiagnosticModel;
optimizedByCost	:	SET OF CostCategory;
optimizedByDistribution	:	ReliabilityDirected;
optimizedByUser	:	HypothesisDirected;
outcomesInferred	:	SET OF ActualOutcome;
outcomesObserved	:	SET OF ActualOutcome;
serviceLog	:	OPTIONAL LIST [1:?] OF ServiceState;
stepContext	:	OPTIONAL Context;
timeOccurred	:	OPTIONAL TimeStamp;
userHypothesis	:	OPTIONAL SET [1:?] OF ActualOutcome;
lifeCycleStatus	:	LIST [1:?] OF ActualUsage;
INVERSE
owningSession	:	Session FOR trace;
WHERE
modelsInSet	:	(SELF.activeModels <= SELF.owningSession.modelSet);
hypothesisWithUserDirected	:	(NOT(SELF.optimizedByUser) OR
 EXISTS(SELF.userHypothesis));
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
actionsPerformed	:	Attribute "actionsPerformed" identifies the ordered list of actions (e.g., tests, repairs, or other general actions) that have been performed at this step in the process.
activeModels	:	Attribute ‘activeModels’ identifies the set of diagnostic models used at a particular step taken from the set of available models in the session.
optimizedByCost	:	Attribute 'optimizedByCost' identifies the set of cost criteria (if any) used to optimize test selection at a given step in the diagnostic process.
optimizedByDistribution	:	Attribute 'optimizedByDistribution' specifies that test selection is dependent on failure distribution when this Boolean attribute is TRUE.
optimizedByUser	:	Attribute "optimizedByUser" is set to "TRUE" when reasoning at a particular step was based on a user hypothesis and "FALSE" when based on the reasoner's hypothesis.
outcomesInferred	:	Attribute "outcomesInferred" identifies  the inferred outcome values and confidences for all model outcomes, whether new or not, at this step.
outcomesObserved	:	Attribute ‘outcomesObserved’ provides the set of test, diagnosis, and action outcomes observed at this step in the process, along with their associated confidence values.
serviceLog	:	Attribute 'serviceLog' provides the list of status values returned as a result of executing a service.
stepContext	:	Attribute 'stepContext' provides context information from the Common Element Model  such as the system and operational state, as well as the reason for diagnosis at this step. Context may change as diagnosis proceeds, and once a context is set for a given step, that context will persist through subsequent steps in a session until changed.
timeOccurred	:	Attribute 'timeOccurred' records a time stamp at which the step began.
userHypothesis	:	Attribute 'userHypothesis' identifies a set of user-provided outcomes taken from the diagnostic model to be used as a working hypothesis by the reasoner.  Note this is an optional attribute since a user may not have a hypothesis at all steps in the process (if ever).
lifeCycleStatus	:	Attribute "lifeCycleStatus" provides usage information for the repair items within the system being diagnosed. The attribute is defined as a list to impose an order of precedence in the event a specific repair item has multiple parents. Should this occur, later parents in the list will take precedence (i.e., will override) earlier parents.
owningSession	:	Inverse attribute ‘owningSession’ identifies the specific session trace to which this step belongs.
Formal Propositions:
modelsInSet	Specifies that the models active at each step must be a subset of the models available for the session.
hypothesisWithUserDirected	Specifies that if hypothesis-directed search is used at a step in the diagnosis (optimizedByUser = TRUE), then userHypothesis must exist.
*)
END_SCHEMA;
(*
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(*
AI_ESTATE_FAULT_TREE_MODEL
This clause defines the AI-ESTATE Fault Tree specification. The constructs defined here are specific to the Fault Tree approach to system test and diagnosis. In this diagnostic method, a decision tree with fixed fault isolation strategies is constructed a priori and remains static during the diagnosis. The Fault Tree provides a test strategy that can be used without the aid of a reasoning system. This specification is included in the AI-ESTATE standard since it is frequently used as the primary diagnostic strategy or in conjunction with other test generation strategies.

The structure of a fault tree can be viewed as a decision tree or table. The rows of the table correspond to the different tests to be run during the fault isolation procedure. Each column of a particular row corresponds to one of the possible outcomes for that test. The contents of a particular row and column in the table identify the test result to be taken when the outcome identified occurs as the result of executing the test. Test result can identify the next row of the table to which to proceed, signal the diagnostic conclusion which is faulty or simply provide information on the status of the fault isolation.

The Fault Tree Model draws on elements of the AI-ESTATE Common Element Model. The test entity corresponds to a row in the table such as that described above. Each column position of a particular row in the table corresponds to the test_result entity in the model. The fault tree is processed by starting at the first step, executing the test associated with that test and proceeding with the actions prescribed for the outcome that results. When another step of the fault tree appears in the column entry for the resulting test outcome, execution of the fault tree proceeds to that fault tree step. Eventually, the column entry for the resulting test outcome should identify the diagnosis and at this point (when no other fault tree steps appear in the column entry), processing of the fault tree is complete. As an option, running lists of suspected diagnoses can be included at any or all steps of the fault tree.
EXPRESS specification:
*)
AI_ESTATE_FAULT_TREE_MODELSCHEMA AI_ESTATE_FAULT_TREE_MODEL;
REFERENCE FROM AI_ESTATE_COMMON_ELEMENT_MODEL
(DiagnosticModel,
Test,
TestOutcome,
DiagnosisOutcome);
(*
FaultTreeModel
The faultTreeModel entity represents the fault tree at the highest level of abstraction. Thus it defines an entry point into the fault tree by identifying the first step (i.e., the root) of the tree. Multiple entry points can be defined, but to maintain acceptable form, they should be treated as separate models.
EXPRESS specification:
*)FaultTreeStep (REF)FaultTreeModel
ENTITY FaultTreeModel
SUBTYPE OF(DiagnosticModel);
entryPoint	:	FaultTreeStep;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
entryPoint	:	Attribute 'entryPoint' identifies the first faultTreeStep in the fault tree. This is normally the starting point of the fault tree but can represent any entry point into the tree.
FaultTreeStep
This construct represents a row of the fault tree table. Its entries identify the test to be run at this step in the fault tree and which test result/action pairs to follow. The test_step attribute uses the test entity of the AI-ESTATE Common Element Model.
EXPRESS specification:
*)TestResult (REF)Test (REF)TestResult (REF)FaultTreeStep
ENTITY FaultTreeStep;
result	:	SET [2:?] OF TestResult;
testStep	:	Test;
INVERSE
previousResult	:	TestResult FOR nextStep;
WHERE
outcomesAreValid	:	resultOutcomes(result) = testStep.allowedOutcomes;
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
result	:	A set of at least two test_result entities that comprise the outcome/action pairs for the test identified in the test_step attribute. There should be a testResult entity in the result set for each possible outcome of the test in testStep.
testStep	:	Identifies the test that is to be run for this step of the fault tree.
previousResult	:	Identifies the result in the fault tree that leads to the new step in the fault tree.
Formal Propositions:
outcomesAreValid	This rule verifies that there exists a legal outcome for the test for every test_result specified at this step in the fault tree. The rule is satisfied when the set of outcomes equals the set returned by the function result_outcomes.
TestResult
Entity 'TestResult' provides the outcome associated with a test. That outcome is then paired with the corresponding test result, indicating the next step in the tree by pointing to that step. If appropriate, the next step of the fault tree to which execution should proceed is identified in the next_step attribute.
EXPRESS specification:
*)FaultTreeStep (REF)TestOutcome (REF)DiagnosisOutcome (REF)FaultTreeStep (REF)TestResult
ENTITY TestResult;
nextStep	:	OPTIONAL FaultTreeStep;
testOut	:	TestOutcome;
currentDiagnosisOutcome	:	SET OF DiagnosisOutcome;
INVERSE
associatedStep	:	FaultTreeStep FOR result;
WHERE
leavesHaveDiagnoses	:	(EXISTS(nextStep)) OR 
(SIZEOF(currentDiagnosisOutcome) > 0);
END_ENTITY;
(*
Attribute definitions:
nextStep	:	Identifies which fault_tree_step to execute next when the outcome in test_outcome results from the execution of the test of this faultTreeStep. This attribute is optional. When no faultTreeStep is identified, the testResult entity is a leaf of the fault tree.
testOut	:	Identifies the outcome of the test of this faultTreeStep to which this construct applies.
currentDiagnosisOutcome	:	Identifies the diagnosis elements in the model that are indicted (i.e., accused) by the sequence of tests leading up to this point in the fault tree. This attribute is used to report the diagnosis resulting from traversing the tree.
associatedStep	:	Identifies the step with which the current result is associated. Since this is not a set, it enforces the tree structure of the fault tree (i.e., it is not a decision graph).
Formal Propositions:
leavesHaveDiagnoses	This rule constrains the current_diagnosis_outcomes attribute that is a required attribute such that the associated list can be empty if associated with an internal node of the tree, but if the node is a leaf (i.e., a terminal step in the tree), then the current_diagnosis_outcomes list cannot be empty.
resultOutcomes
EXPRESS specification:
Function 'resultOutcomes' takes a set of test results and returns the corresponding set of test outcomes to ensure that the outcomes listed correspond to the outcomes available at the step in the tree.
*)resultOutcomes
FUNCTION resultOutcomes
  (results:SET [0:?] OF testResult) : LIST [0:?] OF testOutcome;
  LOCAL
    tOut: LIST [0:?] OF testOutcome := [];
  END_LOCAL;

  REPEAT i := LOINDEX(results) TO HIINDEX(results);
    tOut := tOut + results[i].testOut;
  END_REPEAT;
  RETURN(tOut);
END_FUNCTION;
END_SCHEMA;
(*
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